Mapped distribution of pattern reversal VEPs to central field and lateral half-field stimuli of different spatial frequencies.
Visual evoked potentials (VEPs) to pattern reversal vertical bar stimuli of 3 different sizes (1, 2, 4 c/deg) were recorded from 19 scalp derivations in 50 controls. The stimuli were presented on a full-field (FF) screen of 24 degrees visual angle, and on left and right half-fields (HF) of 12 degrees radius. In 15 controls partial HF stimuli were presented on the central 3 and 6 degrees and as hemiannular stimuli of 12 degrees with occlusion of the central 3 and 6 degrees. An antero-posterior polarity reversal of the N1-P1-N2 sequence was observed for FF VEPs. A tangential polarity reversal was observed for HF VEPs. Also with central or hemiannular stimuli polarity reversals of all VEP components were observed within the scalp. Variants of VEP distribution, absence or prominence of some of the ipsi- or contralateral VEP components were observed in 8-40% of controls. The FF and HF VEP distribution, and the variant VEP asymmetries were partly dependent on the pattern spatial frequency.